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QUESTION 1

A company has many anonymous shoppers who pay for orders with split payments. In their prior system, they ran into
issues when one of the payment methods failed and the order was in a pending state waiting for the rest of the
payment. In those cases, the shoppers could not retrieve the orders when they returned to the site because they did not
have access to the order number? 

The company plans to configure Commerce Cloud to avoid this situation where the anonymous shopper does not know
the order ID. 

What step can the company take in Commerce Cloud to avoid this happening? 

A. No default configurations exist to help with this problem. This can only be handled in the custom payment integration
system. 

B. Enable the Order Placed Email to send the order ID when the payment goes through. 

C. Select the Payment Settings option to notify anonymous shoppers of partial payment 

D. Enable the Order Payment Initiated Email to send the order ID when the order is created 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to display a message to a logged in shopper about a relevant promotion, based on the number of products in
the cart and the total value of the items. You develop a custom widget that uses the User, Cart and Site view models as
displayed in this example Javascipt: 

Under what condition is the showCartMsg() function true? 

A. Only when there is at least one item in the cart and the cat subtotal is less than the value of minSpend 
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B. When a user is logged in and there is at least one item in the cart and the cart subtotal is less than the value of
minSpend 

C. If either a user is logged in or there is at least one item in the cart or the cart subtotal is less than the value of
minSpend 

D. As long as the user is logged in; the status of the cart does not matter 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three features are supported in a B2B Storefront implementation? (Choose three.) 

A. A displaying products and prices that are specific to the logged in contact\\'s account 

B. managing account buyers and addresses on the storefront by contacts with account specified storefront roles 

C. simultaneously logging into multiple accounts in order to compare product items and prices 

D. requiring an order approval based on a specified price threshold associated with the account 

E. sharing a purchase list with a contact from another account 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Oracle Commerce Cloud allows developers and business users to change the shopper experience to suit their needs by
modifying components within page layouts via the REST APIs or via the Administration UI. 

How can you create a new page layout instance? 

A. Create a new layout instance by cloning an existing layout instance 

B. Upload a new storefront extension that defines the new layout instance 

C. Determine the type of layout and create a new blank instance 

D. You cannot create a new layout instance since there is a fixed number of layouts that cannot be updated 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/transitioning-to-oracle-commerce-cloud.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two are required to communicate with an Order Management System (OMS) Integration Service when integrating
with an OMS from Commerce Cloud? (Choose two.) 

A. Shopper Profile Update event webhook 
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B. Order Submit event webhook 

C. Admin Orders REST API 

D. Custom order management widget 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the Commerce Cloud ccResizeImage custom binding used for? 

A. update image borders and colors before download 

B. size image to the current viewport before it is downloaded 

C. alter image proportions after download so that it fits on the screen 

D. crop the image based on specified top, bottom, left and right parameters 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E93106_01/Cloud.18A/WidgetDev/html/
s0903resizeimagesusingtheccresizeimag01.html 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three design elements are provided in each baseline provisioned environment? (Choose three.) 

A. a basic collection of component instances that include widgets, stacks, and slots 

B. sample catalog data including product collections and SKUs 

C. storefront style templates with a set of pre-defined sample themes 

D. storefront template called Cloud Lake with a set of default layouts 

E. provisioned data used for sample shopper profiles 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 8

What are two use cases for employing widget configuration settings? (Choose two.) 

A. to expose parameters that may vary between widget instances 

B. to provide an increased level of merchandiser control over widget behavior and display 

C. to determine whether a widget can be placed on a layout 
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D. to provide links to 3rd party JavaScript libraries 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Given the example custom widget Javascript: In order to employ the Cart view model, what should the custom widget\\'s
widget.json descriptor contain for the imports attribute? 

A. The imports attribute should contain the value "user" because the cart view model belongs to the user 

B. The imports attribute is only valid for global widgets and is not relevant 

C. The imports attribute can be empty because the Cart view model is global 

D. The imports attribute should contain the value "cart" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer would like to pass two custom properties called interestRate and remainingPayments from the custom
payment integration service to Commerce Cloud in the JSON response payload. The remainingPayments property
should be returned to the storefront to be used in a custom widget. 

Which code snippet included in the JSON response accomplishes this? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Consider the widget template snippet, which uses Knockout\\'s containerless control flow syntax based on comment
tags: 
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Under what condition will Item #2 be displayed? 

A. Item #2 will never be displayed 

B. if the Product view model is available on the page 

C. Item #2 will always be displayed 

D. If the shopper has a product in his/her cart 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://knockoutjs.com/documentation/if-binding.html 

 

QUESTION 12

Given the example custom widget template code: 

Where will the value of displayName be read from? 

A. The widget $data variable 

B. Product view model 

C. The widget locale resources 

D. Widget observable attributes 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/adaptive-intelligent-apps-for-customer-experience/aigia/ configure-
web-widgets.html#getDataRestApi_Other 

 

QUESTION 13

The business team has decided to add order approvals into the B2B storefront. 

What three things do you need to configure in order to implement this functionality? (Choose three.) 

A. Add order approval functionality into the B2B Checkout Layout 

B. Specify a Price Hold Period for an approved order 
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C. Set the frequency of the Order Cancellation service 

D. Ensure that an invoice payment type is configured in the Payment Methods widget instance 

E. Configure B2B Storefront administrative privileges for account shoppers to request an order approval 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 14

Given the example snippet of custom widget JavaScript: 

What are two correct statements about this code? (Choose two.) 

A. Creates a new PAGE_CHANGED topic available for subscription 

B. Uses the PubSub library to publish to a topic 

C. Changes the page when the inline function runs 

D. Runs the inline function when the subscribed event fires 

E. Uses the PubSub library to subscribe to a topic 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

Which three statements describe webhooks in Commerce Cloud? (Choose three.) 

A. Function webhooks support synchronous calls to external applications 

B. Webhooks are only configured using the Server Extensions REST API 

C. Event webhooks support asynchronous, event-triggered outbound calls to custom integration endpoints 

D. Webhooks can be defined separately for Storefront, Preview, and Agent instances 

E. Webhooks use the POST HTTP method for the outgoing call 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E77817_01/Cloud.16-4/ExtendingCC/html/ s0302understandwebhooks01.html 
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